INTELLIGENT AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN
|| 6 Week Internship Programme 2021||

DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN
DEHLI TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
(Formerly Delhi College of Engineering)
Shahbad Daulatpur, Main Bawana Road, 110042

Dated: 17/05/2021

Automotive design is a vast creative process which encompasses interior and exterior design as well as the ergonomics to define the appearance of a motor vehicle. It ranges from cars to buses to motorcycles and even rickshaws. This specialisation helps understand the various ways and methods that are important and are used to design vehicles. It ranges from unique lines and rough figures to minute details and functions which makes it look special.

Real life experiences, real projects and direct mentoring from experienced designers!! An internship in Automotive Design offers a chance to step into an advanced and ever growing design industry. This will not only help set you apart on your resume but also in your skills, abilities and experience.

This internship will allow you to meet and work together with a talented group of students from around the place and become part of a multi-disciplinary team focused on both individual and group projects.

The Department of Design of Delhi Technological University is offering a 6-week Internship program during the given summer break. Details are as given below:

- Dates: From 1st June to 15th July 2021, 6 weeks
- Eligibility: Bachelor's Students from and background 2nd year or above (also includes Masters or BTech / BDes / BFA) can attend this internship
- Training Fee - ₹ 15,000 (To be paid after confirmation from the Chairman)
- Early Bird Offer - Zero fee for First 20 Registrations (On first come First Serve basis)
- Total seats 60 – Early Bird (20) + with fees (40)
- Registration form deadline: 17th May 2021 - 26th May 2021 (11:00 PM)

Further details will be issued on the mail of the registered candidate.

Prerequisites for the registration form:
1. Identity Card of a recognized School/ Institution/ University, to be uploaded in *jpeg/ jpg* format and size should not exceed 50kb. Scanned by Adobe Scan/ other platform (mobile app).
2. Passport size photograph of the candidate should be of 132 × 132 pixels (35x35 mm) dimension and should not exceed 50kb. Format - jpeg/ jpg

Please fill the given Registration form: https://forms.gle/RUZXZVb21y9gSHLN7

Participants will gain hands-on experience in the following: Industry basics of Automotive Design, Speed form design, Exterior designing, Interior designing, Digital design, Physical modelling, portfolio making

For Details contact Student Coordinators:

Mr. Sneha Bindal, 8130622365, Mr. Ankit Kumar, 9650586353,

Mr. Gurkeerat Singh, 8527177872, Mr. Sshlok Mishra, 7300883376

Chairman
6WIP 2021 IAD